Abstract. The size function is defined for points in projective space over any field K, finitely generated field over Q, generalizing the height function for number fields. We prove that the size function on the Jf-rational points of an abelian variety is bounded by a quadratic function.
Introduction. In his book, Introduction to transcendental numbers, Lang showed how one can extend some of the theorems about the exponential function ex to theorems about the exponential map from complex g-space to the complex points of group varieties of dimension g, defined over the complex numbers. Looking at transcendental numbers in this general setting, he raised an arithmetic-geometric question about the addition formula of a group variety. In this paper, we shall answer this question in the case of an abelian variety.
In his report to Seminaire Bourbaki in May 1964, [6], Lang described the following result of Neron and Täte : If A is an abelian variety defined over a number field K, there exist a quadratic function ß and a linear function F from A(K), the Krational points of A, to the real numbers, such that the logarithmic height function, h : A(K) -> R, defined with respect to any closed immersion in projective space, is additively equivalent to the function ß4-F. Our main result, Theorem 3.5, is a generalization of this (albeit in a weaker form), to the size function, which is defined for an abelian variety defined over any field of characteristic 0. It states that there is a quadratic function ß : A(K) -* R such that size(jc) i Q(x) for all x e A(K).
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1. Let K he a field which is finitely generated over Q. K has a proper set of generators{t1}.. .,tr,u} over Q, denoted {t, u}, where proper means that {tx, ■ ■ ■, t) is a transcendence base of K over ß and u is integral over Z[tx, ■ ■., tr]. Let q=[K: Q(t)]. An element a e K is said to be an integral coordinate with respect to {/, u} if, when a is expressed as a linear combination of {1, u,..., u"'1} with coefficients in Q(t) in lowest terms, all coefficients lie in Z [t] . Note that if a, ß e Kare integral coordinates with respect to {/, u}, then the sum a+ß and the product aß are integral coordinates with respect to {t, «}.
Let a e K be an integral coordinate with respect to {/, w}, say a =/,(/)+ • ■ • +fq-i(t)u"~1-We define the measure of a with respect to {t, «}, denoted |a|{(>u), to be the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the polynomials {/o, ■ ■ -,fq-i}-We define the degree of a with respect to {t, u}, denoted deg,(jU}(a), to be the maximum of the degrees of the polynomials{/0,.. .,fq-i}. Finally, we define the size of a with respect to {t, u}, denoted sizeUiU)(a), to be the maximum of the degree of a and the logarithm of the measure of a. (2) |«iH-r-«»|{t.u) 5Í K|{t,u>H-+|«s|<t,U)-
where 9t depends only on the set {t, u}.
where 33 depends only on the set {t, u}. where © depends only on the set {t, u}.
Proof. Straightforward, cf. [5, p. 49]. Let P=Pk be projective «-space over K, and xeP{K) a TC-rational point of P. If x = {a0,..., an) where all the a¡ e K are integral coordinates with respect to {t, u}, we say (a0,..., an) are integral coordinates of x with respect to {t, u}. The measure (resp. degree, size) of x with respect to {t, u} denoted |x|KiU} (resp. deg{,,u) (x), sizeK>u) (x)), is defined to be the greatest lower bound, over all integral coordinates (a0,..., an) of x, of the numbers max {|a,|{tiU)} (resp. max {deg{itU) (aj)}, max {size,i>u) (o¡¡)})-Let 5 be a set and/!,/2: S -> 7? functions taking S into the real numbers. The functions/i and/2 are said to be additively equivalent if there exist numbers Cx and C2 such that fi(s) + Cx^f2(s)Sfx(s) + C2 for all se S. The functions fx and f2 are said to be (multiplicatively) equivalent, denoted fx~f2, if there exist numbers Cx, C2 > 0 such that Cxfx(s) úf2(s) Ú C2fi(s) for all seS. Clearly if/i and/2 are = \ and additively equivalent, they are also equivalent. We shall be concerned mostly with equivalence classes of functions. Proof. Straightforward. Let k be a field, ((Sch/k)) the category of A:-schemes, P=Pk, projective «-space over k. For each ^-scheme X, consider the set of (n + 2)-tuples(L;s0,..., sn) where F is an invertible sheaf on X and (s0,..., sn) is a set of global sections of F which generate F. We say (L;s0,..., sn) is isomorphic to (L';s0,..., sñ) if there is an isomorphism v.L^L' such that v(si)=s'i, for Oiiin. If we let M(X) be the set of isomorphism classes, it is clear that M is a contravariant functor of X.
For any /c-morphism/: X^P, the element (0P(l);Ho,..., Hn) e M(P), where the Hi are generating hyperplanes of P, yields (f*@P(l);f*H0,.. .,fi*Hn) in M(X).
Thus we have, for each ^-scheme X, a natural map Tx: P(X) -*■ M(X). In fact, the collection of the Tx is an isomorphism of functors [7, p. 31] , so in particular each Tx is a bijection. Let/: X-^P be a A>morphism, x e X(k). Thenffa) is a A:-rational point of P.
Let (a0,..., an) be any set of coordinates of f(x) with a¡ e k. If (L;s0,..., sn) = Tx(f), then Si(x) = aa¡ for some aek*, Oiiin, depending on the identification u: Lx/mxLx 2$. k(x). Furthermore, for any two such identifications u and «', we have u(Si(x)) = bu'(Si(x)), Oiiin, for some unit bek*. Note that if (L; s0,..., sn) and (F'; íó,..., sñ) are isomorphic and x e X(k), then (s0(x),..., sn(x)) = (só(x),..., s¿(x)) e P(k). Now let A' be a field which is finitely generated over ß, and let P = P%. Definition. Let Ibea A'-scheme, /: X -> P a X-morphism. The size function with respect to / denoted size/ : X(K) -> R, is the function size^x) = size(/(x)) for all x e X(K). Note that this depends only on the isomorphism class of Tx(f). Proposition 1.4. Let X, Y be K-schemes, g: Y^-X,f: X-»P, K-morphisms.
Then the functions size/09 and (size ¡)°g from Y(K) to R are equal.
Proof. Let (L;s0,..., sn) = Tx(f), and let y e Y(K). Then size^gOO) is the size of fa(g(y)),---,sn(g(y)))eP(K), while sizefog(y) is the size of ((g*s0)(y),..., (g*sn)(y)) 6P{K). But g*Si=g*f*(Hi) = (fog)*(Hi); so, g*Si(y) = slg(y)). Proposition 1.5. Let X be a quasi-projective K-scheme (with a fixed embedding in P),f: X-+ Pj? a K-morphism. There exists a number Fx depending only on fi such that s'\7S,¡(x) i Fjsize(x) for all x e X(K).
Proof. Given e > 0, let (a0,..., an) be integral coordinates of x e X(K) such that size(a¡) á size(x) + e. The coordinates ßt off(x) are polynomials in the a¡ with coefficients in K, so, by Lemma 1.3, there exists a number Fx independent of e and x such that sizef(x)^Fx(size(x) + e). Since e was arbitrary, the conclusion follows.
Suppose X is a proper TC-scheme; let L be an invertible sheaf on X. By the finiteness theorem [ 2. Let G be a commutative group scheme defined over K where K is a field, finitely generated over Q. Let P=Pr be projective «-space K, and let {tx,..., tr,u} be a proper set of generators of K over Q. For each integer N, we have an endomorphism (N) = Na of G which takes each x e G(K) into Nx e G(K). where R=l+ N2{r + 1)/{N2 -I) for all integers m^O.
Proof. Throughout the proof, deg(x) (resp. \x\) will refer to deg{f{x)) (resp. |/(x)|). We may assume that each coefficient c\k) is an integral coordinate and that si{Nx) = *2ic\k)s{k){x). Furthermore, for any b>0, we may assume that the st{x) are integral coordinates and that size(í¡(x)) = size^x) + e ; hence we may assume size(í¡(x)) ^ size^x), 0 ^ / ^ «, for all x e G{K).
Let C1 = max{deg(c(ifc))} + Ar29l. Then one shows by an easy induction on m that deg(Afmx)^A?2mdeg(x) + DmC1 where Dm = {N2m-1)/{N2-1). Thus we have (7) deg{Nmx) í N2m{deg{x) + Cx).
In particular, there is a number C2, independent of x and m such that deg{Nmx) éC2N2m deg{x). Now let C3 = max{|c(ifc)|}Cï+1((«+l)93Cr1),v2-Then by a similar induction on m, one shows that
where Em = N2(r+ l)(N2m-mN2+m-l)/(N2-l)2. Combining inequalities (7) Choose a direct sum decomposition of A(K) into a free subgroup and a torsion subgroup. Since both direct summands are finitely generated, we may choose a basis {xx,..., x) of the free summand and a constant C such that sizeL(X() i C for all xt in the torsion summand.
Each element x e A(K) can be uniquely expressed in the form x = «1x14-• • • +nlxl + xt where nt e Zand xt is a torsion element of A(K). Therefore by Lemma 1.3 there exists a number F such that sizeL(.<) i T(sizeLfaxx)+-r-size^x^-l-C). and Q is clearly quadratic. Let G be an affine group variety. Then one can use the results of §2 to prove a result similar to Theorem 3.5 for affine group varieties. However, a direct proof is easier. Proposition 3.6. Let G be an affine group variety defined over K. Then there exists a number C such that size(xw) g C'\N\ size (x) for allNeZ and all x e G{K).
Proof. By Proposition 1.5, we may assume N>0. The group variety G is contained in GL{M, K) for some integer M>0 [1, p. 4-03] . Let x= ||au||, 1 Si,jSM.
Under the usual embedding t: A"2 -> P#2, we have t(x) = (l, atj). A direct computation now gives the result. Corollary 3.7. Suppose H=GxA is the product of an affine group variety G and an abelian variety A, both defined over K. Then there exists a constant C" such that, for all x e H{K), size(xN) = C"N2 size(x).
As a corollary to Theorem 3.5, we obtain the theorem mentioned by Lang [5, p. 54].
Theorem 3.8. Let Q{t) be a purely transcendental extension of Q of transcendence type St for some integer xa 2. Let K be the algebraic closure of Q{t), A an abelian variety defined over K,q>: C -> A{C) a 1 -parameter subgroup of A of algebraic dimension d, and T a subgroup of C. Suppose T contains at least 2m+ 2 elements ¿i, ■ ■ -, Z2m+2 which are linearly independent over Q, and such that <p(T)<=A(K). If m^dr, then r^d.
Remark. The methods used here do not extend to arbitrary commutative group varieties because Proposition 3.1 fails. For example if G is affine, the embedding of G ^ Am2 ^ Pm* has L=f*d>P{l), isomorphic to the structure sheaf of G. Since ® §N ~ 6G, Proposition 3.1 does not hold. On the other hand, if G is the commutative group variety of dimension 2 parametrized by (1, p{t), p'{t), «-£(/)) where £ is the Weierstrass zeta function [5, p. 43], then using the addition formulas for p and £, one can verify directly that Proposition 2.1 holds in this case. Thus Theorem 3.8 holds not only for abelian varieties, but also for products GxA by Corollary 3.7 and for the group just mentioned.
